
Technical data
Color: grey

Sheet width: 2,00 m

roll length: 125,0 m

Sheet width: 3,00 m

roll length: 50,0 m

Material thickness: appr. 0,5 mm

mass per unit area:

approx. 285 g/m²

Application temperature:

not below +5 °C

Temperature resistance:

-30 °C to +90 °C

Burst pressure: ≥ 3,0 bar

(moisture vapour resistance air equi-

valent) sd-value: > 96 m tested ac-

cording ETAG 022

UV-resistance: ≥ 450 hours

Chemically resistant against:

-hydrochloric acid 3 %

- sulphuric acid 35 %

- lactic acid 5 %

-potassium hydroxide 3%/20%

- sodium hypochlorite 0,3g/ltr

- citric acid 10 %

- sea-water 20 g/l sea salt

Product characteristics
Approved according ETAG 022

EMICODE EC 1PLUS: very low emission

high breaking strength

crackbridging

waterproof

decoupling

flexible

easy to apply

good adhesion to SCHÖNOX tile adhes-

ives

suitable for application on subfloor

heating systems

Applications
SCHÖNOX AB is especially suitable be-
fore the sealing:
in highly loaded commercial wet rooms,

such as shower rooms in sport halls,

therapy rooms in hospitals and the like

in normal loaded wet areas: bathrooms

and shower rooms

in swimming pools in combination with

ceramic coverings

In areas with limited chemical use.

SCHÖNOX AB fulfills ETAG 022 require-

ments, part 2, for watertight covering

kits based on flexible sheets for walls

and floors in wet rooms in combination

with SCHÖNOX and WETSTOP sealing

accessories.

The water tightness has been tested in

combination with SCHÖNOX iFIX® and

SCHÖNOX sealing accessories up to a

water pressure of 2.5 bar and is ac-

ceptable for the installation depth up

to 10 m. For gluing tiles on SCHÖNOX

AB in depths from 4.0 m up to 10.0

m use SCHÖNOX Q12, SCHÖNOX TT S8,

SCHÖNOX Q6 W tile adhesives.

Substrates
SCHÖNOX AB is suitable on:
concrete

masonry (fully grouted)

cement and rapid cement screeds

calcium sulphate based screeds

old substrates such as ceramic tiles,

natural stones and terrazzo

cement plaster, lime-cement plaster

(CS II, CS III of CS IV according to EN 998-

1, compression strength ≥ 2,5 N/mm²)

composite elements of polystyrene

coated with mortar

pre-cast aerated concrete wall slabs

gypsum board

Requirements of substrate
Adequate strength, load bearing capa-

city, dimensional stability and perman-

ent dryness.

Free of residues which reduce adhe-

sion, e.g. dust, dirt, oil, fat and loose

particles.

Surface treatments or any "friable"

areas of the subfloor must be mech-

anically removed and the subfloor

repaired with SCHÖNOX levelling com-

pounds as required.

Old, ceramic coverings and natural

stones should be firmly laid, thoroughly

cleaned and eventualy abraded.

Poorly attached ceramic coverings

should be removed and if necessary

levelled with SCHÖNOX floor levelling

compounds.

With subsequent installation of ceramic

coverings, cement screeds are required

to display a residual moisture reading

of ≤ 85% RH (heating screeds ≤ 75%

RH), calcium sulphate screeds should

have a reading of ≤ 75% RH (heating

screeds ≤ 65% RH).

Priming
For information about priming see

product data sheet SCHÖNOX iFIX™ or

SCHÖNOX HA

Recommended method
of working
Smoothness of the substrate must be

checked before laying. If needed it
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SCHÖNOX® AB
Foil membrane
SCHÖNOX AB is a crack-bridging, flexible waterproofing sheet membrane, made out of a highly tear-

resistant polyethylene foil and laminated with a polypropylene non-woven on both sides. SCHÖNOX AB

is recommended for water membrane installation under ceramic tiles in private and public wet areas

and swimming pools. SCHÖNOX AB ensures very good tensile adhesion while bonding it to the substrate

and while adhering ceramic tiles on top. Approved according ETAG 022.
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should be levelled with a SCHÖNOX

levelling compound to allow a gluing

without cavities.

The needed sheets are cut with scis-

sors or a cutter before working.

Movement joints as well as floor

and wall connection joints should be

bridged with sealing tape SCHÖNOX ST

or WETSTOP KL, or self-adhering tape

SCHÖNOX ST-BT or WETSTOP Tätband

Butyl or WETSTOP SH. Inside corners

has to be sealed with SCHÖNOX ST-IC

or WETSTOP PC, external angles- with

SCHÖNOX ST-EA or WETSTOP PC-E.

The penetrations around floor drains

should be sealed with SCHÖNOX ST-BC

/ST-BC-L or WETSTOP MG/MG-L, de-

pending on the type of floor drain. The

penetrations around pipes should be

sealed with SCHÖNOX ST D or WETSTOP

MP sealing cuffs.

Sealing accessories as below should

be inserted prior SCHÖNOX AB installa-

tion: SCHÖNOX ST/ST-EA/ST-IC/ST-BT/

ST-BC/ST-BC-L, WETSTOP KL/PC/PC-E/

Tätband Butyl/SH/MG/MG-L.

Self-adhering sealing tapes SCHÖNOX

ST-BT, WETSTOP Tätband Butyl/SH and

self-adhering floor drain sealing cuffs

SCHÖNOX ST-BC/ST-BC-L, WETSTOP

MG/MG-L should be inserted in the

begging of the watertight covering kit

installation directly after the priming

phase.

The pipe sealing cuffs SCHÖNOX ST-

D. . . or WETSTOPMP... must be inserted

into the fresh SCHÖNOX iFIX™ or WET-

STOP FOIL SEAL after foil membrane

SCHÖNOX AB installation.

Processing according ETAG 022 while
adhering and sealing the overlapping
of SCHÖNOX AB with SCHÖNOX iFIX™:
Insert sealing accessories SCHÖNOX ST

/ST-EA/ST-IC or WETSTOP KL/PC/PC-E

into a fresh layer of SCHÖNOX iFIX™,

alternatively applied with a roller or

brush.

Apply SCHÖNOX iFIX™ in the areas,

which can be covered with SCHÖNOX

AB within the open time of approx.

15 minutes. SCHÖNOX AB is pressed

wrinkle-free into SCHÖNOX iFIX™ by

using a plastic wall paper trowel and

gently rubbed in avoiding air pockets

beneath.

It is essential to avoid bubbles un-

der SCHÖNOX AB. We recommend to

smooth it from the middle of the sheet

outwards.

At least 5 cm is required in the

overlapping area. For sealing the

overlapping between different sheets

of SCHÖNOX AB, between a non

self-adhering sealing accessories and

between SCHÖNOX AB and sealing ac-

cessories use SCHÖNOX iFIX™. The

complete top surface of sealing tapes

SCHÖNOX ST-BT, WETSTOP SH/ Tät-

band Butyl and floor drain sealing

cuffs SCHÖNOX ST-BC/ST-BC-L, WET-

STOP MG/MG-L must be covered with

SCHÖNOX iFIX™. The overlap is ad-

hered and sealed with a thin layer of

sealing adhesive. It is essential to avoid

cavities in the overlapping area.

For more information about the applic-

ation of SCHÖNOX AB with SCHÖNOX

iFIX™ see the product data sheet of

SCHÖNOX iFIX™.

For more information regarding the

sealing accessories refer to the product

data sheets of SCHÖNOX ST and WET-

STOP sealing accessories.

Processing according ETAG 022 while
adhering SCHÖNOX AB with SCHÖNOX
HA and sealing the overlapping with
SCHÖNOX iFIX™ or WETSTOP FOIL SEAL:
Use SCHÖNOX HA for adhering

SCHÖNOX AB only on absorbent back-

grounds.

Insert sealing accessories SCHÖNOX ST

/ST-EA/ST-IC or WETSTOP KL/PC/PC-

E alternatively into a fresh layer of

SCHÖNOX HA or WETSTOP FOIL SEAL.

Apply SCHÖNOX HA in the areas,

which can be covered with SCHÖNOX

AB within the open time of approx.

15 minutes. SCHÖNOX AB is pressed

wrinkle-free into SCHÖNOXHA by using

a plastic wall paper trowel and gently

rubbed in avoiding air pockets beneath.

It is essential to avoid bubbles un-

der SCHÖNOX AB. We recommend to

smooth it from the middle of the sheet

outwards.

At least 5 cm is required in the overlap-

ping area. For sealing the overlapping

between different sheets of SCHÖNOX

AB, between a non self-adhering seal-

ing accessories and between SCHÖNOX

AB and sealing accessories alternat-

ively use SCHÖNOX iFIX™ or WETSTOP

FOIL SEAL. The complete top surface

of sealing tapes SCHÖNOX ST-BT, WET-

STOP SH/ Tätband Butyl and floor drain

sealing cuffs SCHÖNOX ST-BC/ST-BC-L,

WETSTOP MG/MG-L must be covered

alternatively with SCHÖNOX iFIX™ or

WETSTOP FOIL SEAL. The overlap is ad-

hered and sealed with a thin layer of

sealing adhesive. It is essential to avoid

cavities in the overlapping area.

For more information about the applic-

ation of SCHÖNOX AB with SCHÖNOX

iFIX™, SCHÖNOX HA, WETSTOP FOIL

SEAL see the product data sheet of

SCHÖNOX iFIX™, SCHÖNOX HA, WET-

STOP FOIL SEAL.

Processing of SCHÖNOX AB in swim-
ming pools:
Contact local SIKA/SCHÖNOX technical

service for detailed installation instruc-

tions.

Processing of SCHÖNOX AB in chem-
ically loaded areas (ex. industrial kit-
chens or chemical laboratories):
Contact local SIKA/SCHÖNOX technical

service for detailed installation instruc-

tions.

Movement joints from the substrate

must not taken over stringently. If

not taken over, they must be secured

against hight offset.

More detailed processing instructions

according to ETAG022 you could find at

the local country SCHÖNOX website or

send your request to the local repres-

entative company of brand SCHÖNOX.

Protect SCHÖNOX AB from the mechan-

ical damage by covering it with a pro-

tective sheets or boards while making

the further working procedures.
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The applicable recommendations, guidelines and

safety data sheets are to be observed, together with

the recognised architectural and engineering regula-

tions. We guarantee that our products leave the fact-

ory in perfect condition. While our recommendations

for use are based on tests and practical experience,

they can only provide general guidance without any

assurance as to product characteristics, since we

have no influence over the conditions on site, the ex-

ecution of thework or themethod of processing. This

product data sheet supersedes all previous editions.

Sika Deutschland GmbH

Subsidiary Rosendahl

P.O. Box 11 40

D-48713 Rosendahl / Germany

Phone +49 (0) 2547-910-0

Fax +49 (0) 2547-910-101

E-mail: info@schoenox.de

www.schoenox.com

The Sika management system is certified to ISO

9001 and 14001 by SQS

SCHÖNOX® AB
Product data sheet
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Packaging
2,0x125,0 m roll

3,0x50,0 m roll

Storage
Store SCHÖNOX AB cool, dry and

horizontal.

Storage life of 2 years.

Disposal
For the disposal of product residues,

wastewater and containerswith adher-

ent product residues please follow the

local governmental regulations.

EMICODE
EC 1PLUS: very low emission

Instructions
Please follow the relevant product data

sheets when using complementary

products. If in doubt, we recommend

obtaining further information from the

manufacturer.

The compatibility list is available on

request and on the Internet for down-

load.


